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Chapter 1
Introduction
A key challenge in the integrated circuit (IC) scaling era is deliver-
ing high-performance solutions while minimizing power and cost. Pro-
grammable logic devices such as field-programmable gate arrays (FP-
GAs) are cost-effective from low- to mid-volume applications because
functions and interconnections of logic resources can be directly pro-
grammed by end users[1]. Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of the con-
ventional FPGA composed of logic blocks, switch blocks and connec-
tion blocks. Despite their design cost advantage, it is well understood
that FPGAs suffer in terms of area, performance and power consump-
tion relative to full-custom ICs because of the extremely complex switch
blocks and connection blocks. The overhead incurred to make FPGAs
both general purpose and field-programmable often limits integrations
of FPGAs into real-world intelligent systems such as mobile phones,
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of the conventional Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA)
digital cameras, televisions, robots and vehicles[2].
A multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI (MVFG-RVLSI)
using an eight nearest-neighbor mesh network (8-NNM) shown in Fig.
1.2 has been proposed to solve these problems[3][4]. Fine-grain pipelin-
ing and high utilization of a cell make the performance and parallelism
high, respectively[5][6]. Also, localized data transfer architecture and
multiple-valued signaling are effectively employed for reduction of switch
blocks[3]. Moreover, in the multiple-valued reconfigurable VLSI cell, a
quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit is shared as common hard-
ware resource to generate a full-adder sum or implement an arbitrary
2-variable binary function to realize a compact logic block[7].
7
Figure 1.2: Architecture of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI using
an eight nearest-neighbor mesh network
However, there are still many problems which limit the integration
of the MVFG-RVLSI into the real-world intelligent systems. The first
problem is that the MVFG-RVLSI cell has relative lower speed and
larger power consumption in comparison with an equivalent CMOS re-
configurable VLSI cell of the same architecture[7]. A binary-to-quaternary
converter composed of two differential-pair circuits (DPCs) is utilized to
generate the quaternary signal for the quaternary-controlled differential-
pair circuit, which results in low speed and large power consumption.
The quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit using a fixed refer-
ence voltage is not so fast due to the small voltage difference in the gate
8
Figure 1.3: Architecture of the multiple-valued reconfigurable VLSI using the X-net
inputs. Also, its noise margin is very small due to the small voltage
difference of the dual-rail output. Moreover, to realize the fine-grain
bit-serial pipelined operation, many current sources are used to imple-
ment current-mode D flip-flops (CMDFFs), which results in large power
consumption.
To solve the first problem, Chapter 2 proposes three circuit-level
techniques including a binary-controlled current-steering technique, a
current-source sharing technique and a dual-supply voltage technique
for multiple-valued source-coupled logic circuits.
The binary-controlled current-steering technique is introduced to use
a three-level DPC to implement a high-performance arbitrary 2-variable
binary function. Also, the voltage difference of the dual-rail output is
larger than that of the previous quaternary-controlled differential-pair
9
circuit, which increases the noise margin. The power consumption and
the delay can be greatly reduced without using the binary-to-quaternary
converter. HSPICE simulation of the binary-controlled differential-pair
circuit is done using a 65nm CMOS design rule. As a result, the delay,
the power consumption and the area of the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit are reduced to 33%, 26% and 68%, respectively, in compari-
son with the previous quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit with
the binary-to-quaternary converter. In comparison with a conventional
2-input look-up table (LUT) [1], the delay and the area of the binary-
controlled differential-pair circuit become 83% and 88%, respectively.
Also, the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit has lower power con-
sumption when the operating frequency is more than 1.6GHz.
In a proposed current-source-sharing differential-pair circuit, only
one current source is shared to implement a logic function and store
its result, so that the high utilization of the current source leads to low
power consumption. Also, the delay is reduced because the sample stage
in the current-mode D-latch is omitted. To demonstrate the advantage of
the current-source sharing technique, HSPICE simulation of a current-
source-sharing bit-serial adder is done using a 65nm CMOS design rule.
The power consumption, the delay and the area of the proposed current-
source-sharing bit-serial adder are reduced to 56%, 70% and 83%, re-
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spectively, in comparison with the current-mode bit-serial adder. The
area and the delay become 88% and 47% of those of the CMOS bit-serial
adder, respectively. Also, the proposed current-source-sharing bit-serial
adder has lower power consumption when the operating frequency is
more than 1.09GHz.
In the dual-VDD multiple-valued source-coupled logic (MVSCL) cir-
cuit, a current-voltage (I-V) converter is used to convert a multiple-
valued current signal to a multiple-valued voltage signal, and a compara-
tor implemented by the DPC is used to realize a threshold operation. In
the I-V converter, VDDH is required for multiple voltage levels VDDH ,
VDDH   V ,   , VDDH   K  V corresponding to multiple logic
values \0”, \1”,   , \K”, respectively. In the DPC with a binary dual-
rail voltage output, VDDL is used for two voltage levels VDDL V and
VDDL corresponding to two logic values \0” and \1”, respectively. The
speed of the DPC is not decreased by VDDL because it is independent
of the supply voltage [9][10]. Moreover, it is different from the con-
ventional dual-VDD CMOS circuit that level shifters are not necessary
to be provided to prevent direct-path currents in the dual-VDD MVSCL
circuit, because the current flow in the DPC is fixed by a current source.
The second problem is that the MVFG-RVLSI still has complex switch
blocks in comparison with full-custom ICs. In the MVFG-RVLSI using
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the 8-NNM shown in Fig. 1.2, each cell composed of a switch block and
a logic block is connected to eight adjacent cells[8]. The switch block
is not so compact because eight nMOS pass transistors and eight config-
uration memories are provided at each input/output (I/O) of the cell to
realize an eight-near neighborhood data transfer.
To solve the second problem, Chapter 3 proposes a multiple-valued
X-net data transfer shown in Fig. 1.3 for area-efficient switch blocks.
An X-net network is more sufficient than the 8-NNM to realize the
eight-near neighborhood data transfer[11]. The X-net network is em-
ployed for implementing area-efficient switch blocks without decreas-
ing performance. In the X-net network, one cell is connected to four
\X” intersections and each \X” intersection is connected to the other
three adjacent cells. Therefore, only four nMOS pass transistors and
four configuration memories are provided at each I/O of the cell to re-
alize the eight-near neighborhood data transfer. The high utilization of
the nMOS pass transistor and the configuration memories leads to the
area-efficient switch block. Moreover, a multiple-valued data transfer
scheme is proposed to realize the high utilization of the X-net network,
where linear summation of current signals transferred between cells can
be realized at each \X” intersection[12][13].
The third problem is that it is necessary to use many cells to real-
12
ize long-distance data transfer by the nearest-neighbor network, which
results in low speed and large power consumption.
In Chapter 4, to solve the third problem, a global dynamic tree net-
work is employed for high-performance bit-parallel long-distance data
transfer. In practical applications such as a sum-of-absolute-difference
operation (SAD) [12], the local X-net network is frequently used for
inter-cell neighborhood data transfer, and the global dynamic tree net-
work is occasionally used for long-distance data transfer between a cell
and a data memory. Therefore, the global dynamic tree network is con-
nected not to each cell, but to multiple-cell blocks composed of many
cells. To realize highly parallel memory access, a logic-in-memory ar-
chitecture is introduced, where data transfer between a local memory
and the multiple-cell block can be done in each logic-in-memory ele-
ment (LME). Moreover, to solve speed problems in comparison with a
multiple bus and a crossbar network, pipelined switch nodes are pro-
vided to improve data transfer throughput.
13
Chapter 2
High-performance multiple-valued
logic block using
current-source-sharing
differential-pair circuits
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents three circuit-level techniques for a high-speed low-
power multiple-valued fine-grain logic block.
A binary-controlled current-steering technique is proposed to use a
three-level differential-pair circuit for implementing a high-performance
arbitrary two-variable binary function without using a binary-to-quaternary
converter.
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A current-source-sharing technique is proposed to improve utiliza-
tion of current sources for low power consumption. One current source
can be shared to implement a logic function and store its result for low-
power current-mode pipeline.
A dual-supply voltage technique is proposed for low-power multiple-
valued source-coupled logic circuits without increasing delay. A high
supply voltage is used for multiple voltage levels, and a low supply volt-
age is used for binary voltage levels. In the differential-pair circuits
(DPCs) using the low supply voltage, the delay is not increased because
it is independent of the supply voltage[9][10].
As a result, in comparison with the previous multiple-valued cell, the
power consumption and the delay of the proposed multiple-valued cell
are reduced to 49% and 72%, respectively, without increasing the area
and the configuration memory size.
2.2 Review of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfig-
urable VLSI
In the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI (MVFG-RVLSI)
using the eight-nearest neighbor mesh network (8-NNM) shown in Fig.
1.2, each cell is composed of a logic block and a switch block, and can be
15
Figure 2.1: Compact multiple-valued switch block
connected to its eight adjacent cells through one-bit switches. Multiple-
valued signaling is introduced to implement a compact switch block as
shown in Fig. 2.1. In the binary switch block, if there are two binary
inputs, 16 one-bit switches are necessary to control data transfer to the
logic block. In the multiple-valued switch block, two binary current in-
puts linearly summed by wiring can be transferred on one line, therefore
only eight one-bit switches are used to control data transfer. The com-
plexity of the switch block can be reduced to half by the multiple-valued
logic technique.
The behavioral description is given by a control/data flow graph. In
the direct allocation of the control/data flow graph shown in Fig. 2.2,
each node in the control/data flow graph corresponds to a macro-block
in the MVFG-RVLSI and each edge corresponds to a data transfer path
16
Figure 2.2: Direct allocation of a control/data flow graph
between the macro-blocks, where the macro-block consists of multiple
cells. The complexity of logical connections between the macro-blocks
becomes almost the same as that of the control/data flow graph. The
architecture for the localized data transfer can be effectively employed
for reducing the complexity of interconnections and delay due to data
transfer between cells[14].
As shown in Fig. 2.3, a multiple-valued cell has been proposed for the
MVFG-RVLSI[7]. The cell consists of a multiple-valued switch block,
17
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an AND circuit, a NOT circuit, a binary-to-quaternary converter, a qua-
ternary logic module, and a current replication circuit. The inputs and
outputs of the cell are represented by single-rail binary current signals.
In the multiple-valued switch block, the binary current inputs In1 and
In2 are linearly summed by wiring, so that an input InA of a current-
voltage converter becomes a three-valued data. In a bit-serial operation,
a start signal indicating a head of a one-word data is required to initial-
ize the D flip-flops used for state memory. Superposition of the data and
start signal in a single interconnection is introduced to realize compact
switch blocks, where the logic value \2” is defined as the start signal to
distinguish from data \0” and \1”. Both of the number of interconnec-
tions between the cells and the number of switches are reduced to half
in comparison with those of a binary representation.
19
Figure 2.4: Threshold logic circuits
Table 2.1: Programmable operations of the AND circuit
(a) Dual-rail code
VA (x; x)
0 (0, 1)
1 (1, 0)
(b) AND-type dual-rail code
VA (x; x)
0 (0, 1)
1 (0, 1)
2 (1, 0)
Table 2.2: Programmable operations of the NOT circuit
(a) Dual-rail code
VB (y; y)
0 (0, 1)
1 (1, 0)
(b) NOT-type dual-rail code
VB (y; y)
0 (1, 0)
1 (0, 1)
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Both the AND circuit and NOT circuit are constructed by a basic
one-level differential-pair circuit shown in Fig. 2.4. In the AND circuit,
two operations of Table 2.1 can be programmed. The AND-type dual-
rail code is used to generate a partial product in a multiplication and the
dual-rail code is used in other cases. In the NOT circuit, two operations
of Table 2.2 can be programmed. The NOT-type dual-rail code is used
to convert a subtrahend to a 2’s complement number in a subtraction and
the dual-rail code is used in other cases.
In the quaternary logic module composed of the quaternary-controlled
differential-pair circuit, a quaternary-controlled carry circuit and two
current-mode D-flip-flops, an arbitrary 2-variable binary function can
be realized, and a bit-serial adder can be implemented. However, the
binary-to-quaternary converter is required to convert the dual-rail bi-
nary voltage signals into a dual-rail quaternary voltage signal, which
results in large power consumption and low speed. Also, the quaternary-
controlled differential-pair circuit and the quaternary-controlled carry
circuit are not so fast due to the small voltage difference in the gate
inputs. To overcome the problems, I introduce the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuits to implement the high-performance low-power
arithmetic logic operations without using the binary-to-quaternary con-
verter.
21
Also, the current-mode D-flip-flop composed of two current-mode
D-latches is used as a register for the bit-serial pipelined operation. To
reduce the power consumption of the register, the current-source sharing
technique between a series-gating differential-pair circuit and a current-
mode D-latch is introduced.
2.3 Binary-controlled current-steering technique
2.3.1 Review of the MOS current-mode logic
In the MVFG-RVLSI, MOS current-mode logic (MCML) is used to per-
form arithmetic logic operations. The MCML is a differential logic
style, and in general consists of three parts which include a load resistor,
the pull-down network (PDN) and a current source shown in Fig. 2.5[9].
The load resistor R is pMOS device with fixed gate voltage and is
designed to be operated in triode (linear) region in order to model a
resistor. The PDN is implemented with standard nMOS differential pairs
which are operated in saturation region controlled by dual-rail binary
voltage inputs. The current source is an nMOS device with a fixed gate
voltage and is designed to be operated in the saturation region to produce
relatively constant current.
The MCML does not provide a rail-to-rail output swing. The MCML
22
Figure 2.5: General MOS current-mode logic structure
circuits are faster than other logic families, because it uses nMOS tran-
sistors only. Due to its differential nature, it is highly immune to com-
mon mode noise. It has almost flat power curve over a wide range of
frequency as opposed to other logic styles where power consumption
increases directly with frequency. Therefore at very high frequencies
its power consumption is lower than other logic styles. This makes it a
good choice for high-speed and low-power integrated circuit design.
23
Figure 2.6: Binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
2.3.2 Design of the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
As shown in Fig. 2.6, the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is in-
troduced to improve the performance as well as to reduce the power con-
sumption. The dual-rail binary voltage signals generated by the AND
circuit and the NOT circuit can be directly connected to the binary-
controlled differential-pair circuit without using the binary-to-quaternary
converter.
Only one current source constructed by an nMOS transistor in the
24
saturation region is necessary to drive the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit, which makes power consumption low. The current I pro-
duced by the current source is steered into one of the branches in the
binary-controlled differential-pair circuit according to the dual-rail bi-
nary voltage inputs. The two values of a dual-rail output are Vdd and
Vdd-4V , where 4V is the output voltage swing and is equals to IR.
R is the equivalent resistance of the pMOS load transistor.
Configuration memoriesM1;M2;M3 andM4 are programmed to steer
the current I flow through the third-level differential pairs for an arbi-
trary two-variable binary function shown in Table 2.3. The values of
M1;M2;M3 and M4 and the corresponding function are shown in Table
2.4.
Table 2.3: Arbitrary two-variable binary function
25
Table 2.4: Programming of an arbitrary two-variable binary function
Function M1 M2 M3 M4
f0 0 1 1 0
f1 0 1 1 1
f2 0 1 0 0
f3 0 1 0 1
f4 0 0 1 0
f5 0 0 1 1
f6 0 0 0 0
f7 0 0 0 1
f8 1 1 1 0
f9 1 1 1 1
f10 1 1 0 0
f11 1 1 0 1
f12 1 0 1 0
f13 1 0 1 1
f14 1 0 0 0
f15 1 0 0 1
Figure 2.7 shows the input and output waveforms of the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit which is programmed to implement the two-
26
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variable binary function f5 in Table 2.3. The configuration memories
M1;M2;M3 andM4 are configured as \0”,\0”,\1” and \1”, respectively.
If the input data (A,B) is (0,1) or (1,1), the OUT becomes 1:0V corre-
sponding to the logic value \1”. On the other hand, if the input data
(A,B) is (0,0) or (1,0), the OUT becomes 0:7V corresponding to the
logic value \0”.
Noise margins represent \safety margins” that prevent the digital cir-
cuit from producing erroneous outputs in the presence of noisy inputs
[15][16]. Figure 2.8 shows the previous 2-variable binary function cir-
cuit composed of the binary-to-quaternary converter and the quaternary-
controlled differential-pair circuit. The quaternary-controlled differential-
pair circuit is used to implement the quaternary universal literal real-
ized by linear summation of two half-universal liters H1(S) and H2(S)
shown in Fig. 2.9. In the quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit, a
complementary quaternary signal (VS; VS) and fixed reference voltages
VT1 and VT2 are applied, which results in the small voltage difference
of the dual-rail output as shown in Fig. 2.10. The noise margin of the
quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit is not so large, due to the
small output difference.
28
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Figure 2.9: Design of a quaternary universal literal using two half-universal literals
In contrast, the dual-rail binary voltage signals generated by the AND
circuit and the NOT circuit can be directly connected to the proposed
binary-controlled differential-pair circuit. Therefore, the output differ-
ence becomes larger than that of the quaternary-controlled differential-
pair circuit as shown in Fig. 2.11, which increases the noise margin. The
30
quaternary-controlled differential-pair circuit and the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit are programmed as inverters to measure noise
margins. Noise margins are defined for high and low input levels use the
following equations:
High noise margin : NMH = VOH   VIH
Low noise margin : NML = VIL   VOL
(2.1)
where VOH is the minimum allowable output voltage that can be recog-
nized as logic \1”, VOL is the maximum allowable output voltage that
can be recognized as logic \0”, VIH is the minimum allowable input
voltage that can be recognized as logic \1”, and VIL is the maximum
allowable input voltage that can be recognized as logic \0”.
Figure 2.10: Dual-rail output waveform of the quaternary-controlled differential-pair
circuit
31
Figure 2.11: Dual-rail output waveform of the binary-controlled differential-pair cir-
cuit
Figure 2.12 shows the voltage transfer characteristic of the quaternary-
controlled differential-pair circuit. VOH , VOL, VIH and VIL are 0.083V,
-0.089V, 0.081V and -0.073V, respectively. Therefore, the NMH and
NML become 0.002V and 0.016V, respectively. Figure 2.13 shows the
voltage transfer characteristic of the binary-controlled differential-pair
circuit. VOH , VOL, VIH and VIL are 0.27V, -0.212V, 0.17V and -0.178V,
respectively. Therefore, the NMH and NML become 0.1V and 0.034V,
respectively. The NMH and NML in the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit are greatly increased in comparison with the quaternary-
controlled differential-pair circuit.
32
Figure 2.12: Output voltage versus input voltage in the quaternary-controlled
differential-pair circuit
33
Figure 2.13: Output voltage versus input voltage in the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit
34
Figure 2.14: Shmoo plot of the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit under
threshold-voltage, temperature, and supply voltage variations
35
Figure 2.14 shows a shmoo plot of the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit under threshold-voltage, temperature, and supply-voltage
variations. The temperature and supply voltage vary from -25C to
125C and from 0.8V to 1.25V, respectively, and are set up for simu-
lation in the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit uniformly. The
range of threshold-voltage variation is 10% of the threshold voltage,
and is set up for simulation in each transistor randomly. As a result, the
binary-controlled differential-pair circuit can work correctly from -25C
to 75C and from 0.8V to 1.25 under 10% threshold-voltage variation.
The lower limit of the supply voltage is 0.6V.
2.3.3 Evaluation of the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
The binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is fabricated using a 65 nm
CMOS process. The supply voltage is 1.2V. Figure 2.15 shows the chip
photomicrograph and the layout of the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit. The area is 53.36m2.
Figure 2.16 shows the inputs and outputs waveforms of the binary-
controlled differential-pair circuit in the chip. The circuit is programmed
to implement the two-variable binary function f3 in Table 2.3. The val-
ues of M1;M2;M3 and M4 are \0”,\1”,\0” and \1”, respectively. If the
input data (a,b) is (0,0) or (0,1), the OUT becomes \0”. On the other
36
hand, if the input data (a,b) is (1,0) or (1,1), the OUT becomes \1”.
Figure 2.15: Chip photomicrograph and the layout of the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit
37
Figure 2.16: Inputs and outputs waveforms of the binary-controlled differential-pair
circuit in the chip
The evaluation of the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is done
based on HSPICE simulation using a 65 nm CMOS design rule. The
binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is compared with the previous
two-variable binary function circuit shown in Fig. 2.8, and with the
two-input LUT shown in Fig. 2.17. The LUT is used in the typical com-
mercially available FPGAs as function generators. An n-input LUT can
be used to implement an arbitrary n-variable binary function [1][17].
38
Figure 2.17: Two-input LUT
Figure 2.18: Layout of the previous two-variable binary function circuit
39
Figure 2.19: Layout of the two-input LUT
Table 2.5: Comparison of the two-variable binary function circuits
QCDPC with Two-input
BCDPC
a B-Q converter LUT
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V 1.0V
Delay 0.15ns 0.06 ns 0.05 ns
Area 78.2m2 60.32m2 53.36m2
Configuration memory count 4 4 4
QCDPC: Quaternary-Controlled Differential-Pair Circuit
B-Q converter: Binary-to-Quaternary converter
BCDPC: Binary-Controlled Differential-Pair Circuit
Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show the layouts of the previous two-variable
binary function circuit and the two-input LUT, respectively. The areas
of the circuits are 78.2m2 and 60.32m2, respectively.
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Table 2.5 shows the comparison results. The area and the delay of the
proposed binary-controlled differential-pair circuit are reduced to 68%
and 33%, respectively, in comparison with those of the previous two-
variable binary function circuit. The area and the delay become 88%
and 83% of those of the 2-input LUT, respectively.
Figure 2.20: Power consumption versus operating frequency in the two-variable binary
function circuits
41
Figure 2.21: Energy consumption versus operating frequency in the two-variable bi-
nary function circuits
Figure 2.20 shows the characteristics of power consumption versus
operating frequency in the two-variable binary function circuits. The
power consumptions of the previous two-variable binary function cir-
cuit and the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit are almost con-
stant and equal to 58W and 15W, respectively, when the operating
frequency increases. The binary-controlled differential-pair circuit has
lower power consumption than the two-input LUT when the operating
frequency is more than 1.6GHz.
42
Figure 2.21 shows the characteristics of energy consumption versus
operating frequency in the two-variable binary function circuits which
are used to implement f5 in Table 2.3. The energy consumptions of the
previous two-variable binary function circuit and the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit are almost constant and equal to 8.7fJ and 0.74fJ,
respectively, when the operating frequency increases. The binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit has lower energy consumption than the two-input
LUT when the operating frequency is more than 1.375GHz.
The power consumption and energy consumption of the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit are dramatically reduced in comparison with the
previous two-variable binary function circuit. Also, the binary-controlled
differential-pair circuit is suitable for high-frequency operations in com-
parison with the two-input LUT.
Figure 2.22 shows a current-mode sum circuit and a current-mode
carry circuit that construct a full adder in binary current-mode logic[9].
Similar to the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit, either the sum
circuit or the carry circuit is constructed by a three-level differential-pair
circuit.
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Figure 2.22: Current-mode full-adder circuit
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Figure 2.23: Sum-type binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
Therefore, I can share the binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
and the current-mode sum (carry) circuit using multiplexers which are
controlled by a configuration memory M5 as shown in Fig. 2.23 (Fig.
2.24). A sum (carry)-type binary-controlled differential-pair circuit can
be used to implement an arbitrary two-variable binary function or gener-
ate the full-adder sum (carry). An arbitrary two-variable binary function
45
can be implemented, if multiplexers are used to switch configuration
memories M1;M2;M3 and M4 as the inputs of the third-level differen-
tial pairs. The full-adder sum (carry) can be generated, if the multiplex-
ers are used to switch a carry signal (c; c) as the input of the third-level
differential pairs.
Figure 2.24: Carry-type binary-controlled differential-pair circuit
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2.4 Current-source sharing technique
2.4.1 Design of the current-source-sharing differential-pair circuit
Figure 2.25: Current-source sharing technique in differential-pair circuits
The current-source sharing technique is proposed to improve the utiliza-
tion of the current sources to implement low-power current-mode logic
circuits. If only one of the differential-pair circuits is active at a time,
one current source can be shared to drive the differential-pair circuits by
time multiplexing, as shown in Fig. 2.25 [8].
Figure 2.26 shows the current-source sharing between a series-gating
differential-pair circuit and a current-mode D-latch. The current-mode
D-latch consists of a current source, a sample stage and a hold stage[9][18].
A complementary clock signal (Clk; Clk) is used to steer the current I
produced by the current source. The sample stage implemented by two
47
nMOS transistors is used to sample the logic function results Z0 and
Z0, whereas the hold stage implemented by two cross-coupled nMOS
transistors is used to store that data.
In the current-mode D-latch, if Clk is low, the hold stage is inac-
tive and the sample stage is turned \ON” to sample the Z0 and Z0. To
implement the same operation, Clk can be used to turn \ON” the cur-
rent source of the series-gating differential-pair circuit to generate the
Z0 and Z0. In that case, the current source of the current-mode D-latch
is not useful to drive the sample stage to sample the Z0 and Z0. On
the other hand, if Clk is high, the hold stage is active and the sample
stage is cut off. Therefore, the Z0 and Z0 are not sampled, and the cur-
rent source of the series-gating differential-pair circuit is not useful to
generate the Z0 and Z0. As a result, one current source can be shared
to drive a current-source-sharing differential-pair circuit to implement a
logic function and store its result. Also, the delay can be reduced be-
cause the sample stage in the current-mode D-latch is omitted by the
current-source sharing technique.
48
Figure 2.26: Current-source sharing technique between a series-gating differential-pair
circuit and a current-mode D-latch
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To demonstrate the advantage of the current-source sharing tech-
nique, I compare the performance of a current-source-sharing bit-serial
adder shown in Fig. 2.27 with those of the current-mode bit-serial adder
shown in Fig. 2.28 and the CMOS bit-serial adder shown in Fig. 2.29
based on HSPICE simulation using a 65 nm CMOS design rule.
Figure 2.27: Design of the current-source-sharing bit-serial adder
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The current-mode bit-serial adder consists of the current-mode sum
circuit, the current-mode carry circuit shown in Fig. 2.22, two current-
mode master D-latches and two current-mode slave D-latches. The
current-source-sharing bit-serial adder consists of a current-source-sharing
sum circuit shown in Fig. 2.30, a current-source-sharing carry circuit
shown in Fig. 2.31 and two current-mode slave D-latches.
Figures 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34 show the layouts of the current-source-
sharing bit-serial adder, the current-mode bit-serial adder and the CMOS
bit-serial adder, respectively. The areas of the bit-serial adders are 66.78m2,
80.56m2 and 75.4m2, respectively. In the current-source-sharing sum
(carry) circuit, one current source can be shared to generate the full-
adder sum (carry) and store the result. Figure 2.35 shows the input and
output waveforms of the current-source-sharing sum and carry circuits.
IfClk is low, the current I generated by the current source flows through
the sum (carry) circuit. If Clk is high, the current I flows through the
hold stage, the sum (carry) result is stored.
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2.4.2 Evaluation of the current-source-sharing differential-pair cir-
cuit
Table 2.6: Comparison of the bit-serial adders (BSAs)
CMOS BSA Current-mode BSA CSSBSA
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V 1.2V
Delay 0.15ns 0.1 ns 0.07 ns
Area 75.4m2 80.56m2 66.78m2
Table 2.6 shows the comparison results. The area and the delay of the
proposed current-source-sharing bit-serial adder are reduced to 83% and
70%, respectively, in comparison with those of the current-mode bit-
serial adder. The area and the delay become 88% and 47% of those of
the CMOS bit-serial adder, respectively.
Figure 2.36 shows the characteristics of power consumption versus
operating frequency in the bit-serial adders. The power consumptions
of the current-mode bit-serial adder and the current-source-sharing bit-
serial adder are almost constant and equal to 91W and 51W, respec-
tively, when the operating frequency increases. The current-mode bit-
serial adder and the current-source-sharing bit-serial adder have lower
power consumptions than the CMOS bit-serial adder when the operat-
ing frequencies are more than 1.95GHz and 1.09GHz, respectively.
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Figure 2.36: Power consumption versus operating frequency in the bit-serial adders
(BSAs)
Figure 2.37 shows the characteristics of energy consumption versus
operating frequency in the bit-serial adders which are used to implement
an 8-bit addition. The energy consumptions of the current-mode bit-
serial adder and the current-source-sharing bit-serial adder are almost
constant and equal to 72.8fJ and 32.6fJ, respectively, when the operating
frequency increases. The current-mode bit-serial adder and the current-
source-sharing bit-serial adder have lower energy consumptions than the
CMOS bit-serial adder when the operating frequencies are more than
1.3GHz and 0.6GHz, respectively.
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The power consumption and the energy consumption of the current-
source-sharing bit-serial adder are dramatically reduced in comparison
with the current-mode bit-serial adder. Also, the current-source-sharing
bit-serial adder is suitable for high-frequency operations in comparison
with the CMOS bit-serial adder.
Figure 2.37: Energy consumption versus operating frequency in the bit-serial adders
(BSAs)
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2.5 Dual-supply voltage technique for low-power multiple-
valued source-coupled logic circuits
Figure 2.38 shows the structure of the dual-VDD multiple-valued source-
coupled logic circuit which consists of an I-V converter, a comparator
and an output generator. A summation IS of binary current inputs I1, I2,
  , Ik can be realized by wiring without any active devices, so that the
resulting arithmetic circuits become simple.
The I-V converter is designed using a pMOS transistor which oper-
ates in the linear region. The multiple-valued current signal IS is con-
verted to a multiple-valued voltage signal VS. VDDH is required for VS
which is equal to VDDH   ISR, where R is the equivalent resistance
of the pMOS load transistor.
The comparator implemented by the differential-pair circuit is used
to realize a threshold operation. The current I generated by a current
source is steered by VS and a threshold voltage Vth. VDDL is used for a
dual-rail binary voltage signal (G, G) whose value is 0 or VDDL  IR,
where R is the equivalent resistance of the pMOS load transistor.
In the differential-pair circuit, the propagation delayDDPC and power
consumption PDPC are given as follows:
DDPC =
C V
I
(2.2)
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PDPC = VDD  I (2.3)
where C is a load capacitance, 4V is an output voltage swing, VDD is a
supply voltage and I is a constant current provided by the current source
[9]. VDDL can be used to reduce power consumption without decreasing
speed. However, to make the differential-pair circuit work correctly,
VDDL should be higher than the threshold voltage of transistors.
The output generator implemented by the differential-pair circuit is
used to generate a binary current output Y. When G is \1”, the nMOS
transistorsMN1 andMN2 operate in the saturation region and the cutoff
region, respectively, so that the current I flows through MN1 and Y
becomes \1”. Otherwise, when G is \0”, MN1 and MN2 operate in the
cutoff region and the saturation region, respectively, so that the current I
flows through MN2 and Y becomes \0”. VDDL used in the comparator
should be larger than the threshold voltages of MN1 and MN2.
As shown in Fig. 2.39, the power consumption of the dual-VDD
MVSCL circuit is determined by the last current generator number k
and the differential-pair circuit number m. The power consumption of
the last current generators is the same as that of the single-VDD MVSCL
circuit, while the power consumption of the DPCs is reduced by the
low supply voltage VDDL in comparison with that of the single-VDD
MVSCL circuit. Therefore, the reduction ratio of the power consump-
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tion is proportional to the differential-pair circuit number m if the low
supply voltage VDDL is fixed. It means that the proposed dual-supply
voltage technique is more efficient for relatively complex operations.
As shown in Fig. 2.40, a direct-path current flows through a high-
supply-voltage CMOS inverter with a low-supply-voltage \logic high”
input signal, where the pMOS transistor is not turned off completely. To
prevent the direct-path current, a level shifter is used in the conventional
dual-VDD CMOS circuit wherever low-supply-voltage gates drive high-
supply-voltage gates [19].
As shown in Fig. 2.41, the current output of the output generator
is connected to the next I-V converter with VDDH . Therefore, the high-
supply-voltage output generator is driven by the low-supply-voltage com-
parator. In the high-supply-voltage output generator, the current flow is
fixed by the current source, so that the level shifter used to prevent the
direct-path current is not necessary to be provided.
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Figure 2.40: Level shifter in the conventional dual-VDD CMOS circuit
Figure 2.41: Constant current flow in the dual-VDD multiple-valued source-coupled
logic circuit
68
2.6 Design and evaluation of the multiple-valued cell
using current-source-sharing differential-pair cir-
cuits
Figure 2.42 shows a dual-VDD multiple-valued cell composed of a switch
block and a logic block. Binary current inputs A and B are linearly
summed by wiring. In a bit-serial operation, a start signal indicating a
head of a one-word data is required to initialize D flip-flops used for a
state memory. Superposition of a binary current input C and the start
signal in a single interconnection is introduced to implement a compact
switch block, where the logic value \1” and \0” is defined as C and the
logic value \2” is defined as the start signal.
VDDH is provided in the I-V converters, where three-valued current
signals IP and IQ are converted to three-valued voltage signals VP and
VQ. To express such three-valued voltage signals, a high-supply voltage
1.2V is provided for voltage levels 1.2V, 0.9V and 0.6V corresponding
to logic values \0”, \1” and \2”, respectively.
VDDL is provided in the other parts including a current-source-sharing
AND circuit, a current-source-sharing NOT circuit, a start signal de-
tector and a current-source-sharing binary logic module which are con-
structed by the differential-pair circuits. In the start signal detector im-
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plemented by a one-level differential-pair circuit, the threshold is set
\1.5” to make the output \1” for the input logic value \2”.
Figure 2.43: Current-source-sharing threshold logic circuits
71
Figure 2.43 shows the current-source-sharing AND circuit and the
current-source-sharing NOT circuit constructed by a two-level differential-
pair circuit. A low-supply voltage 0.9V is provided for voltage levels
0.9V and 0.6V corresponding to logic values \1”, \0”, respectively. One
current source is shared to drive the current-source-sharing AND (NOT)
circuit, where the programmable operations shown in Table 2.1 (Table
2.2) is performed if CLK is high, and the operation result is stored if
CLK is low. An AND operation is selected to generate a partial prod-
uct in a multiplication, and a NOT operation is selected to converter the
input to a 2’s complement number in a subtraction.
Figure 2.44 shows the input and output waveforms of the current-
source-sharing AND circuit which is programed to realize an AND op-
eration. The voltage levels 1.2V, 0.9V, and 0.6V of VP correspond to
(A=0,B=0), (A=0,B=1) or (A=1,B=0), and (A=1,B=1), respectively. To
realize an AND operation of A and B, a threshold \1.5” is selected to
realize a threshold operation in the current-source-sharing AND circuit.
Figure 2.45 shows the input and output waveforms of the current-
source-sharing NOT circuit which is programed to realize a NOT op-
eration. The voltage levels 1.2V and 0.9V of VQ correspond to C=0
and C=1, respectively. To realize a NOT operation of C, the exchange
pattern shown in Fig 2.46 is selected in the line exchanger.
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Figure 2.46: Switching patterns of the line exchanger
Figure 2.47: Current-source-sharing binary logic module
As shown in Fig. 2.47, the current-source-sharing binary logic mod-
ule is composed of a current-source-sharing binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit, a current-source-sharing carry circuit and a current-mode D-
latch. The current-source-sharing binary logic module can perform an
arbitrary two-variable binary function shown in Table 2.3 or implement
75
a bit-serial adder [8].
In the current-source-sharing binary-controlled differential-pair cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 2.48, the current I produced by the current source is
steered into one of the branches according to the dual-rail binary input
voltages. In the first-level differential pair, when Clk is low, the current
I flows through the nMOS transistor MN1. The current-source-sharing
binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is programmed to realize an ar-
bitrary two-variable binary function shown in Table 2.3 or generate the
full-adder sum. When Clk is high, the current flows through the nMOS
transistor MN2 and the operation result is stored by two cross-coupled
nMOS transistors. The binary voltages (m;m) and (n; n) generated by
the current-source-sharing threshold logic circuits are used as the inputs
of the second-level and third-level differential pairs, respectively. Multi-
plexers controlled by a configuration memory M5 are used to select the
inputs of the fourth-level differential pairs. An arbitrary two-variable bi-
nary function can be realized, if the configuration memoriesM1;M2;M3
andM4 are selected to connect with the forth-level differential pairs. The
full-adder sum can be generated, if the carry signal (Ci; Ci) is selected
as the input of the forth-level differential pairs.
Figure 2.49 shows the input and output waveforms of the current-
source-sharing binary-controlled differential-pair circuit which is pro-
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grammed to realize the two-variable binary function f5 in Table 2.3. The
configuration memoriesM1;M2;M3 andM4 are configured as \0”,\0”,\1”
and \1”, respectively. If the input data (m,n) is (0,1) or (1,1), OUT be-
comes 0:9V corresponding to the logic value \1”. On the other hand, if
the input data (m,n) is (0,0) or (1,0), OUT becomes 0:6V corresponding
to the logic value \0”.
Figure 2.50: Current-source-sharing carry circuit
Figure 2.50 shows the current-source-sharing carry circuit. When
Clk is low, the current I flows through the left path and the full-adder
carry is generated. When Clk is high, the current I flows through the
right path and the full-adder carry is stored by two cross-coupled nMOS
79
transistors.
The evaluation of the proposed multiple-valued cell is done based on
HSPICE simulation using a 65 nm CMOS design rule. The high-supply
voltage VDDH , the low-supply voltage VDDL and the unit current I are
1.2V, 0.9V and 10A, respectively.
Figure 2.51: Equivalent CMOS cell
The proposed multiple-valued cell is compared with the previous
multiple-valued cell, and with the equivalent CMOS cell shown in Fig.
2.51. The equivalent CMOS cell is designed using the library provided
by VDEC. Figures 2.52, 2.53 and 2.54 show the layouts of the pro-
80
posed multiple-valued cell, the previous multiple-valued cell and the
equivalent CMOS cell, respectively. The areas of the cells are 576m2,
576m2 and 706m2, respectively.
Figure 2.52: Layout of the multiple-valued cell using the binary-controlled differential-
pair circuit
81
Figure 2.53: Layout of the multiple-valued cell using the quaternary-controlled
differential-pair circuit
Figure 2.54: Layout of the equivalent CMOS cell
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Table 2.7: Comparison results of the cells
CMOS Previous Proposed
cell MV cell MV cell
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V
VDDH=1.2V
VDDL = 0.9V
Delay 0.4ns 0.55 ns 0.4 ns
Configuration memory count 55 31 31
Area 706m2 576m2 576m2
 Two-variable binary function
 addition, subtraction, multiplication
Figure 2.55: Power consumption versus operating frequency in the proposed multiple-
valued (MV) cell, the previous MV cell and the equivalent CMOS cell
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Figure 2.56: Low supply voltage VDDL generator
Table 2.7 shows the comparison results. The delay of the proposed
multiple-valued cell is reduced to 72%, in comparison with that of the
previous multiple-valued cell. The configuration memory size and the
area of the proposed multiple-valued cell are reduced to 56% and 82%,
respectively, in comparison with those of the equivalent CMOS cell.
Figure 2.55 shows the characteristic of power consumption versus
operating frequency in the cells. The power consumption of the previous
multiple-valued cell is reduced to 49% in comparison with that of the
proposed multiple-valued cell. The previous multiple-valued cell and
the proposed multiple-valued cell have lower power consumption than
84
the equivalent CMOS cell when the operating frequencies are more than
1030MHz and 480MHz, respectively.
Figure 2.56 shows a low supply voltage VDDL generator. A voltage
divider composed of two resistors R1 and R2 is used to convert VDDH
to VDDL. The VDDL generator is shared by many cells, which leads to
extremely small overhead.
Table 2.8: PVT (Process, Supply Voltage, Temperature) corners
Simulation of the proposed multiple-valued cell is done at PVT (Pro-
cess, Supply Voltage, Temperature) corners shown in Table 2.8. Figure
2.57 shows the input and output waveforms of the proposed multiple-
valued cell which is programmed to implement the two-variable binary
function f6 in Table 2.3. If the input data is (0,1) or (1,0), OUT becomes
\1”. On the other hand, if the input data is (0,0) or (1,1), OUT becomes
\0”.
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Figure 2.57: Input and output waveforms of the proposed multiple-valued fine-grain
cell at PVT corners
2.7 Conclusion
Chapter 2 proposes an area-efficient high-speed low-power multiple-
valued cell for the fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI architecture. A multiple-
valued switch block and threshold logic circuits are utilized to achieve
compactness. A binary-controlled differential-pair circuit is proposed to
implement a high-speed low-power arbitrary two-variable binary func-
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tion. Also, its increased noise margins are useful to prevent it from
producing erroneous outputs in the presence of noisy inputs.
A current-source sharing technique between a series-gating differential-
pair circuit and a current-mode D-latch is proposed to improve the uti-
lization of the current source for low power consumption. It is also
useful to omit the sample stage in the current-mode D-latch to improve
speed.
A dual-supply-voltage multiple-valued source-coupled logic circuit
is proposed for low power consumption. A high-supply voltage is pro-
vided for multiple-valued signaling, and a low-supply voltage is used
to achieve low-power operations in differential-pair circuits without de-
creasing speed.
It is demonstrated that the power consumption and the delay of the
proposed multiple-valued cell are reduced to 49% and 72%, respectively,
in comparison with those of the previous multiple-valued cell. The con-
figuration memory size and the area are reduced to 56% and 82%, re-
spectively, in comparison with those of the equivalent CMOS cell. Also,
the proposed multiple-valued cell has lower power consumption than
the equivalent CMOS cell when the operating frequency is more than
480MHz.
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Chapter 3
Area-efficient switch block based on a
multiple-valued X-net data transfer
scheme
3.1 Overview
This chapter presents a multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme and
its application to the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI
(MVFG-RVLSI). The X-net network inspired by MasPar Computer Cor-
poration [20] is employed for high utilization of one-bit switches for
area-efficient switch blocks. In the conventional binary X-net data trans-
fer scheme, only one binary data can be transferred at each \X” intersec-
tion called one-to-one 1-bit data transfer, which causes low utilization
of the \X” intersection. To solve the problem, a multiple-valued X-net
88
data transfer scheme is introduced to implement one-to-one two-bit data
transfer, two-to-one data transfer and summation for high utilization of
the \X” intersection. The multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme
is applied to the MVFG-RVLSI. As a result, in comparison with the
previous MVFG-RVLSI using the eight nearest-neighborhood network
(8-NNM), the area and the area ratio of the switch blocks of the pro-
posed MVFG-RVLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net data transfer
scheme are reduced to 73% and 63%, respectively, without increasing
the delay and the power consumption.
3.2 Multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI based
on the binary X-net data transfer scheme
Major single instruction multiple data (SIMD) machines appeared con-
tain a neighborhood interconnection network allowing regular data com-
munications. In [20] and [21], a processor array SIMD architecture,
called Massively Parallel Computer (MasPar), is presented. The X-net
network inspired by the Massively Parallel Computer (MasPar) gathers
all the cells in a two-D grid, allowing each cell to communicate with its
eight neighbors using a binary data transfer scheme[11].
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Figure 3.1: One-to-one data transfer at each \X” intersection in the binary X-net data
transfer scheme
Figure 3.2: Two-to-one data transfer in a binary data transfer scheme
To transfer a data from celli to its right adjacent celli+1, the celli
transmits out its northeast corner and the celli+1 reads from its northwest
corner (one-to-one data transfer). Figure 3.1 shows three kinds of one-
to-one data transfer modes at each \X” intersection. One binary data A
can be transferred from the cell 1 to the adjacent cell 2, cell 3 and cell 4.
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However, if two binary data A and B are transferred from the cell 1 and
cell 4 to the common adjacent cell 2 simultaneously (two-to-one data
transfer), two \X” intersections are required in the binary data transfer
scheme as shown in Fig. 3.2, which results in low utilization of the \X”
intersection.
The cell of the MVFG-RVLSI using the X-net network is fabricated
using a 65 nm CMOS process. The supply voltage is 1.2V. Figure 3.3
shows the chip photomicrograph and the layout of the cell of the MVFG-
RVLSI using the X-net network. The area of the cell is 422 m2, in a
65nm CMOS technology. As a result, the cell area of the MVFG-RVLSI
using the X-net network is reduced to 73% in comparison with that of
the MVFG-RVLSI using the eight nearest-neighbor mesh network (8-
NNM). The logic block area and the switch block area of the cell in the
MVFG-RVLSI using the X-net network are reduced to 84% and 50%,
respectively, in comparison with those of the MVFG-RVLSI using the
8-NNM. Figure 3.4 shows the inputs and outputs waveforms of the cell
of the MVFG-RVLSI using the X-net network in the chip. The cell is
programmed to implement a NOT gate with the DFF.
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Figure 3.3: Chip photomicrograph and the layout of the cell in the MVFG-RVLSI
using the X-net network
Let us map a 22-bit multiplier onto the MVFG-RVLSIs. Figure 3.5
shows the scheduling and allocation of the 22-bit multiplier. Figures
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3.6 and 3.7 show the allocation results for the MVFG-RVLSI using the
8-NNM and the MVFG-RVLSI based on the binary X-net data trans-
fer scheme (BX-DTS), respectively. Table 3.1 shows the comparison
results. The configuration memory count and the area of the MVFG-
RVLSI based on the BX-DTS is reduced by 21% and 6%, respectively,
in comparison with those of the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM. How-
ever, the computation time and the power consumption are increased by
25% and 27%, respectively.
The reason why the computation time and the power consumption
are increased is that only one binary data can be transferred among cells
in the BX-DTS. Simultaneously, both the cells in the X-net network and
the 8-NNM can be programmed to implement both an AND circuit and
a full adder which are basic components of the 22-bit multiplier. In
the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM where the start signal can be super-
posed with the data signal, we can map both the AND circuit and the full
adder in one cell as shown in Fig. 3.6. In the MVFG-RVLSI based on the
BX-DTS where the start signal and the data signal are transferred sepa-
rately, we need to map the AND circuit and the full adder onto two cells
as shown in Fig. 3.7, which increases the power consumption and com-
putation time. To solve these problems, we propose a MVFG-RVLSI
based on a multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme (MVX-DTS).
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Figure 3.5: Scheduling and allocation of the 22-bit multiplier
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Figure 3.6: Allocation result of the 22-bit multiplier for the multiple-valued recon-
figurable VLSI using the eight nearest-neighbor mesh network
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Figure 3.7: Allocation result of the 22-bit multiplier for the multiple-valued recon-
figurable VLSI based on the binary X-net data transfer scheme
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Table 3.1: Comparison results of multiple-valued reconfigurable VLSIs in the 22-bit
multiplication
MVFG-RVLSI MVFG-RVLSI based
using 8-NNM on BX-DTS
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V
Computation time 1.6 ns 2.0 ns
Cell count 7 9
Configuration memory count 217 171
Area 4032 m2 3798 m2
Power consumption @800MHz 906 W 1150 W
3.3 Multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI based
on the multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme
Figure 3.8: Three data transfer patterns at each \X” intersection in the multiple-valued
X-net data transfer scheme
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In the MVX-DTS, multiple-valued current signals are transferred among
cells. Two binary data A and B from two adjacent cells can be trans-
ferred to one common adjacent cell at each \X” intersection (two-to-one
data transfer) as shown in Fig. 3.8(b). A and B should be (0, 1) and (0,
2), respectively, and C becomes a quaternary data (0, 1, 2, 3) which ex-
presses two-bit information. On the other hand, summation of A and B
can be realized at each \X” intersection as shown in Fig. 3.8(c). A and
B should be (0, 1) and (0, 1), respectively, and C becomes a ternary data
(0, 1, 2). All the one-to-one two-bit data transfer, the two-to-one binary
data transfer and the summation can be realized at each \X” intersection
in the MVX-DTS as shown in Fig. 3.8, which leads to high utilization
of the \X” intersection.
In the MVFG-RVLSI based on the MVX-DTS, there are two methods
to realize the linear summation of the binary input currents A and B. One
is that A and B are linearly summed at the \X” intersection, if A and B
are transferred from a common \X” intersection. The other is that A and
B are linearly summed in the switch block, if A and B are transferred
from two different \X” intersections. In a bit-serial operation, a start
signal indicating a head of a one-word data is required to initialize D
flip-flops used for a state memory. Superposition of the binary input
current C and the start signal in a single interconnection is introduced to
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Table 3.2: Comparison results of multiple-valued reconfigurable VLSIs in the 22-bit
multiplication
MVFG-RVLSI MVFG-RVLSI based
using the 8-NNM on the MVX-DTS
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V
Computation time 1.6 ns 1.6 ns
Cell count 7 7
Configuration memory count 217 133
Area 4032 m2 2954 m2
Power consumption @800MHz 904 W 904 W
implement compact switch blocks, where the logic value \1” and \0” is
defined as C and the logic value \2” is defined as the start signal.
Figure 3.9 shows the allocation result of the 22-bit multiplier for
the MVFG-RVLSI based on the MVX-DTS. Table 3.2 shows the com-
parison results. The configuration memory count and the area of the
MVFG-RVLSI based on the MVX-DTS are reduced to 61% and 73%,
respectively, in comparison with those of the MVFG-RVLSI using the
8-NNM, while the computation time, the power consumption and the
cell count are kept same.
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Figure 3.9: Allocation result of the 22-bit multiplier for the multiple-valued recon-
figurable VLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme
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3.4 Evaluation of the multiple-valued fine-grain recon-
figurable VLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net
data transfer scheme
Figure 3.10: Data flow graph for the 6-input addition
Let us consider a 6-input addition, which is one of the fundamental arith-
metic operations. Figure 3.10 shows its data follow graph (DFG). Fig-
ures 3.11 and 3.12 show the allocation results for the MVFG-RVLSI
using the 8-NNM and the MVFG-RVLSI based on the MVX-DTS, re-
spectively. Table 3.3 shows the comparison result. The configuration
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memory count and the area of the MVFG-RVLSI the MVX-DTS are
reduced to 61% and 73%, respectively, in comparison with those of the
MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM. The computation time, the power con-
sumption and the cell count of the MVFG-RVLSI the MVX-DTS are
same as those of the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM.
Figure 3.11: Allocation of the 6-input addition onto the multiple-valued fine-grain
reconfigurable VLSI using the eight nearest-neighbor mesh network
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Figure 3.12: Allocation of the 6-input addition onto the multiple-valued fine-grain
reconfigurable VLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme
Table 3.3: Comparison of the 6-input addition modules in multiple-valued fine-grain
reconfigurable VLSIs
MVFG-RVLSI MVFG-RVLSI
using the 8-NNM based on the MVX-DTS
Supply voltage 1.2V 1.2V
Computation time 2.4 nS 2.4 nS
Cell count 5 5
Configuration memory count 155 95
Area 2880 m2 2110 m2
Power consumption @800MHz 740W 740W
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Figure 3.13: Control/data flow graph for a sum-of-absolute-differences operation
Let us consider a sum-of-absolute-differences (SAD) operation which
is widely used as a similarity measure in template matching. The sum-
of-absolute-differences operation is expressed as
SAD = jA1 B1j+ jA2 B2j+   + jA16 B16j (3.1)
where the CDFG is shown in Fig. 3.13. The sum-of-absolute-differences
operation is performed by iteration of an absolute difference operation
and addition (ADA). Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 show the allocation
results of the 8-bit ADA for the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM, the
MVFG-RVLSI based on the BX-DTS and the MVFG-RVLSI based on
105
the MVX-DTS, respectively. Table 3.4 shows the comparison results.
The configuration memory count and the area of the MVFG-RVLSI
based on the BX-DTS are reduced to 73% and 87%, respectively, in
comparison with the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM. The computation
time and the cell count are increased by 20% and 19%, respectively. The
configuration memory count and the area of the MVFG-RVLSI based on
the MVX-DTS are reduced to 61% and 73%, respectively, in compar-
ison with the MVFG-RVLSI using the 8-NNM, while the computation
time, the power consumption and the cell count are kept same.
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Figure 3.14: Allocation result of the absolute difference operation and addition for the
multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI using the eight nearest-neighbor mesh
network
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Figure 3.15: Allocation result of the absolute difference operation and addition for the
multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI based on the binary X-net data transfer
scheme
108
Figure 3.16: Allocation result of the absolute difference operation and addition for the
multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net
data transfer scheme
109
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3.5 Conclusion
Chapter 3 proposes a multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme to re-
alize an area-efficient multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI
without increasing the delay and power consumption. The X-net net-
work is effectively employed for reducing the complexity of the inter-
connections and switch blocks in the multiple-valued fine-grain recon-
figurable VLSI. The multiple-valued X-net data transfer scheme is pro-
posed to improve the utilization of the X-net network, which leads to
high speed, low power consumption and small area in comparison with
a conventional binary X-net data transfer scheme. It is demonstrated
that the configuration memory count and the area of the multiple-valued
fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net data
transfer scheme are reduced to 61% and 73%, respectively, in compar-
ison with those of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI
using the eight nearest-neighbor mesh network.
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Chapter 4
High-performance long-distance data
transfer using a dynamic tree network
4.1 Overview
In the chapter 3, the X-net network has been proposed to realize sim-
ple interconnections and compact switch blocks for eight-near neigh-
borhood data transfer in the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable
VLSI (MVFG-RVLSI). However, not only localized data transfer but
also long-distance data transfer between cells, and between a cell and
a data memory is necessary for practical applications. In the MVFG-
RVLSI using only the X-net network, many cells are required for the
long-distance data transfer, which causes low utilization of the cells.
This chapter presents a global dynamic tree network for high-performance
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long-distance data transfer in the MVFG-RVLSI. Moreover, a logic-in-
memory architecture is employed for solving data transfer bottleneck
between a block data memory and a cell. To evaluate the MVFG-RVLSI,
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation is mapped onto a previous
MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network and the MVFG-RVLSI
using a global tree local X-net network (GTLX). As a result, the com-
putation time, the power consumption and the transistor count of the
MVFG-RVLSI using the GTLX are reduced by 25%, 36% and 56%, re-
spectively, in comparison with those of the MVFG-RVLSI using only
the X-net network.
4.2 Long-distance data transfer in the multiple-valued
reconfigurable VLSI using only the X-net network
Figure 4.1 shows the long-distance data transfer between the cells A
and B in the MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network. In the Cell
1, two one-bit switches S1 and S2 are turned ON to pass data, which
results in low speed and low utilization of the cell. The Cell 2 is pro-
grammed as a D flip-flop (DFF) to amplify a voltage data signal and
improve throughput, which causes low speed, large power consumption
and low utilization of the cell.
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Figure 4.1: Long-distance data transfer in the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable
VLSI using only the X-net network
Figure 4.2 shows the data memory location in the MVFG-RVLSI us-
ing only the X-net network. Many small-sized data memories are lo-
cated around the boundary of a cell array composed of a large number
of cells. Each cell is connected to eight adjacent cells by the X-net net-
work.
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Figure 4.2: Data memory location in the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable
VLSI
As shown in Fig. 4.3, each data memory is connected to several
edge cells by registers. So that, to realize data access between the data
memory and a non-edged cell C, many cells are used for data relay,
which results in low speed, large power consumption and low utilization
of the cells.
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Figure 4.3: Data access between a data memory and a cell in the multiple-valued
reconfigurable VLSI using only the X-net network
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Figure 4.4: Conventional architecture using the dynamic tree network
4.3 Design of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfig-
urable VLSI using the global tree local X-net net-
work
The dynamic tree network as one kind of the multistage networks is em-
ployed for high-performance long-distance data transfer in the MVFG-
RVLSI. As shown in Fig. 4.4, all processing elements (PEs) are config-
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ured as \leaves” of the tree network. Data can be transferred between
the PEs through one or more switch nodes. Each switch node has three
I/O ports; one connected to a parent switch node and the other two con-
nected to child nodes (or PEs, at the bottom level)[22]. One port of the
switch node at the top level is connected to a block data memory to ac-
cess data between the block data memory and the PE array. The tree
network can be utilized to realize both the long-distance inter-PE data
transfer and the data access between the block data memory and the PE
array, which leads to high utilization of the dynamic tree network.
However, very long interconnection and many switch nodes are re-
quired for the data access between the block data memory and the PE ar-
ray, which results in low speed and large power consumption. Moreover,
only one data can be accessed and other many data cannot be accessed
in parallel, which causes low utilization of the PEs. The data transfer
bottleneck can be greatly reduced by employing a logic-in-memory ar-
chitecture shown in Fig. 4.5, because it can make the interconnection
length and the switch node count between a local memory (LM) and the
PEs very short and small, respectively[23]. The size of the LM is same
as that of the data memory in the previous MVFG-RVLSI shown in Fig.
4.2. In the LME, the LM and eight PEs communicate with each other
by a three-level sub tree. The switch node at the third level has four I/O
118
Figure 4.5: Logic-in-memory architecture using the dynamic tree network
ports; one connected to the LM and the rest connected to other switch
nodes.
The logic-in-memory architecture using the dynamic tree network is
applied to the MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network, where the
ultra-fine grain cell is composed of 10 differential-pair circuits and a
CMOS DFF[24]. If the dynamic tree network is connected to each cell,
the cost becomes extremely large. Also, in practical applications, most
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of the cells require neighborhood data transfer for bit-serial operations.
For example, let us consider the SAD widely used as a similarity mea-
sure in template matching. The SAD is expressed as
SAD = jA1 B1j+ jA2 B2j+   + jA16 B16j (4.1)
where the control/data flow graph is shown in Fig. 3.13. The SAD is
performed by iteration of an absolute difference operation and addition
(ADA). Figure 3.16 shows the allocation result of the eight-bit ADA
for the MVFG-RVLSI based on the multiple-valued X-net data transfer
scheme[12]. Only three cells are necessary to be connected to the dy-
namic tree network to receive or send data. Therefore, the dynamic tree
network should be connected to multiple-cell blocks composed of many
cells, but not to each cell.
Figure 4.6 shows the MVFG-RVLSI using the GTLX. The dynamic
tree network is utilized to realize bit-parallel global data transfer (eight
bits as an example), and the X-net network is utilized to realize bit-serial
localized data transfer between the cells for logic operations. Two kinds
of the switch nodes are utilized to control the global data transfer. A
non-pipelined switch node is composed of three one-bit switches, and
a pipelined switch node employed for high throughput and correct data
transfer is composed of the eight DFFs and six one-bit switches.
120
Figure 4.6: Architecture of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI using
the global tree local X-net network
121
Figure 4.7: Interconnections between the dynamic tree network and the X-net network
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Figure 4.7 shows the interconnections between the dynamic tree net-
work and the X-net network by eight eight-bit registers. Each register
has a parallel voltage I/O port, a serial current I/O port and a parallel
current output port. The parallel voltage I/O port is utilized to access the
tree network for the global bit-parallel data transfer. The serial current
I/O port is utilized to access a fixed \X” intersection for bit-serial oper-
ations. The parallel current output port is utilized to access eight fixed
vertical \X” intersections for serial-parallel operations such as a serial-
parallel multiplication shown in Fig. 3.9. At each \X” intersection, the
current signals from the current port and an adjacent cell can be linearly
summed by wiring, which leads to high utilization of the X-net network.
4.4 Evaluation of the multiple-valued fine-grain recon-
figurable VLSI using the global tree local X-net net-
work
The evaluation of the MVFG-RVLSI using the GTLX is done based on
HSPICE simulation using a 65 nm CMOS design rule. An eight-bit
data is transferred from one cell to 100 cells away in the MVFG-RVLSI
using only the X-net network, and the MVFG-RVLSI using the GTLX,
respectively. Table 4.1 shows the comparison results. In comparison
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the long-distance data transfer in the multiple-valued fine-
grain reconfigurable VLSIs
MVFG-RVLSI using MVFG-RVLSI using
only the X-net the global tree local X-net
Supply voltage 1.2 V 1.2 V
Computation time 29 ns 11 ns
Transistor count 32800 3778
Configuration memory count 1900 172
Power consumption at 1 GHz 6100 W 498 W
Power-delay product 177 pJ 5.5 pJ
Word length= 8 bit, Distance= 100 cells
with the MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network, the computation
time, the transistor count, the configuration memory count, the power
consumption and the power-delay product of the MVFG-RVLSI using
the GTLX are reduced by 62%, 88%, 91%, 92% and 97%, respectively.
Let us consider the FFT operation which is an efficient algorithm to
compute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse. The most
common FFT algorithm is the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm composed
of many butterfly operations. Figure 4.8 shows the control/data flow
graph of the butterfly operation.
Figure 4.9 shows the allocation of the butterfly operation onto the
MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network. The inputs Br, Wr, Bi
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Figure 4.8: Control/data flow graph of the butterfly operation
and Wi are transferred from the fixed eight-bit registers to the edge cells,
which is the optimal allocation onto the MVFG-RVLSI using only the
X-net network. However, 16 cells are used to implement two serial-in
parallel-out registers for the serial-parallel multiplication, and 24 cells
are used to access the input Ai and the outputs O1r, O2r between the
fixed eight-bit registers and the non-edge cells, which causes low speed,
large power consumption and low utilization of the cells.
Figure 4.10 shows the allocation of the butterfly operation onto the
MVFG-RVLSI using the GTLX. All of the inputs Br, Wr, Bi, Wi, Ai
and the outputs O1r, O2r are transferred between the eight-bit registers
provided at the bottom level sub tree and the adjacent cells. Moreover,
the parallel current signals from the eight-bit registers and the current
125
signals from the adjacent cells are linearly summed by wiring, which
leads to high utilization of the X-net network.
Table 4.2 shows the comparison results. The computation time, the
the transistor count, the configuration memory count, the power con-
sumption and the power-delay product of the MVFG-RVLSI using the
GTLX are reduced by 25%, 56%, 59%, 36% and 52%, respectively, in
comparison with those of the MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net net-
work. The performance is greatly improved in the MVFG-RVLSI using
the GTLX, even though in comparison with the optimal allocation in the
MVFG-RVLSI using only the X-net network.
Table 4.2: Comparison of the butterfly operation modules in the multiple-valued fine-
grain reconfigurable VLSIs
MVFG-RVLSI using MVFG-RVLSI using
only the X-net the global tree local X-net
Supply voltage 1.2 V 1.2 V
Computation time 28 ns 21 ns
Transistor count 39366 17320
Configuration memory count 2194 895
Power consumption at 1 GHz 9435 W 6024 W
Power-delay product 264 pJ 127 pJ
Word length= 8 bit
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Figure 4.10: Allocation of the butterfly operation onto the multiple-valued fine-grain
reconfigurable VLSI using the global tree local X-net network
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4.5 Conclusion
Chapter 4 presents a global tree local X-net network for high-performance
data transfer in the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI. A
pipelined dynamic tree network is employed for high-throughput bit-
parallel global data transfer, and an X-net network is employed for sim-
ple bit-serial localized data transfer for logic operations.
The logic-in-memory architecture is utilized to solve the bottleneck
problem between a data memory at the top level sub tree and each cell
at the bottom level sub tree. A register with a serial current I/O port, a
parallel voltage I/O port, and a parallel current output port is introduced
to realize flexible interconnections between the dynamic tree network
and the X-net network. Moreover, linear summation of the current sig-
nals from the register and an adjacent cell can be realized at each \X”
intersection, which leads to high utilization of the X-net network.
It is demonstrated that the computation time, the transistor count, the
configuration memory count, the power consumption and the power-
delay product of the multiple-valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI us-
ing the global tree local X-net network are reduced by 25%, 56%, 59%,
36% and 52%, respectively, in comparison with those of the multiple-
valued fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI using only the X-net network.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this research, three circuit-level and two architecture-level techniques
are proposed for high-performance multiple-valued fine-grain reconfig-
urable VLSI. In Chapter 2, a binary-controlled current-steering tech-
nique using a three-level differential-pair circuit is proposed for high-
speed and low-power arbitrary two-variable binary operation. A current-
source sharing technique is proposed to realize high utilization of current
sources for low power consumption. A dual-supply voltage technique is
proposed for low-power multiple-valued source-coupled logic circuits.
In Chapter 3, an X-net network is employed for realizing high utiliza-
tion of one-bit switches for area-efficient switch blocks. Moreover, a
multiple-valued data transfer scheme is proposed to realize high utiliza-
tion of the \X” intersections for simple interconnections. In Chapter 4, a
global dynamic tree network for long-distance data transfer is employed
130
for realizing high utilization of cells for high speed and low power con-
sumption.
Figure 5.1: Voltage-mode/current-mode hybrid fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI archi-
tecture
For the future work, it is important to develop a voltage-mode/current-
mode hybrid fine-grain reconfigurable VLSI to minimize power con-
131
sumption [25]. Simultaneously, high-frequency and low-frequency op-
erations can be realized by many hybrid cells on one reconfigurable
VLSI chip as shown in Fig.5.1. In each hybrid cell, the voltage and
current mode can be selected for low-power operations at low and high
frequency, respectively, according to speed requirement.
132
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